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About This Game

It be the golden age of pirates! Dogs of the sea! Quite literally.
Our swashbuckling sausage-dog star is Gaius James Rover, son of the famous clown Jolly Rover, who died from a blow to the

groin from an improperly loaded joke cannon.
Following the tragically comedic death of his father, young Gaius, who insists on using his middle name James, goes to live with

his uncle, a wealthy plantation owner on a small Caribbean island. While practising a particularly tricky juggling move, he
accidentally taints a barrel of rum with tobacco, creating a potent and addictive brew which he coins ‘Jolly Rover’, one of the

most prized substances in the Caribbean.
Alas, the wealth of Jolly Rover sales only manages to fill the pockets of his uncle, and Gaius longs for action and adventure and,

more importantly, the opportunity to start his own circus and follow in the footsteps of his father.
It is not long before the fumbled juggling ball of opportunity raps Gaius smartly on the head yet again. While his uncle is away,

a large contract for Jolly Rover arrives from Guy DeSilver, Governor of the notorious Groggy Island, with payment upfront!
In a blinding flurry of optimism, Gaius pools his meagre savings with this advance and charters a ship and crew to take him to

Groggy Island. Along the way he meets a colourful band of seafaring cutthroats, scallywags and rogues otherwise known as
pirates.

It is here we begin to follow the short and stubby tail of Gaius across three wild and untamed tropical islands, as he attempts to
fulfil his dream of starting a circus, hampered only by pirates, villains, voodoo, love and considerable lack of loot.

Jolly Rover is a traditional 2D point and click adventure, including casual elements, such as an integrated hint system, and task
bar. Bonus elements include unlockable Captain Bio's, music, concept art and developer commentary!

Key features:
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Over 60 beautifully rendered scenes to explore

25 colourful, fully animated and voiced characters

Traditional point and click adventure with simple one-click interface

Organic and fully integrated hint and task tracking system

Unlockable extras include Captain Bio's, concept art, music tracks and directors commentary
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Clunky interface still makes for some fun once you get past it.

http:\/\/youtu.be\/GKV482CSFSc. Pyrrha. Is. Fine. Nothing bad\u2026 ever, happened!
EVEEERRRRRRR\u2026
. A cool little concept of a game, excellent graphics given the resources used to create it. A challenging but not complicated one.
Though most would see every planet design within 3 hours of gameplay. Only knock I have against it is simply could add more
random events like asteroid fields. Rating: 7\/10. I just had to try it.
In short: doesn't do anything that Tabletop Simulator doesn't aready do and anything it does and anything it does it does worse.
It also feels more sluggish, the control scheme isn't good and it feels awkward to do basic things like grabbing multiple tokens
from a single bag.

Steam integration, an online profile and playing on browser just pasting a link to your friends is indeed a nice feature.

I'd play both TTS and this if this was free2play and had to pay for DLC to play forever.

But has SUBSCRIPTION! The devs are clearly out of their mind if they plan to charge monthly for something that another
software already does better charging only once. Not to mention that if you want to create anything you have a very limited
storage, a limited number of saved setups, a limited number of creations and if you want to have more space you have to pay
more.

Just stay away from this, TTS is just better in every single way. Just hoping things don't go as planned and the Tabletopia devs
change their minds about their business model, only then this might be a viable choice. For now this is just unthinkable.. The
premise of the story is that a friend of yours has come across an old VHS tape of a person who is exploring a town known as
'Blue Valley' whose town people have mysteriously disappeared. Your friend comments on this tape as you watch it together, a
tape which for some reason you can control what it sees? The big mystery of why everyone is dead? Why there is a massive
temple hiding an extra-terrestrial tree? Why do vanishing people want the camera man dead? And why a camcorder seems to
have infinite power on zero battery life is never really explained? Hence the whole walking around adventure seems rather
pointless at the end. NOTHING is answered.

The even bigger mystery which this game offers which I would really like solved is this ... Why is there even ONE positive
review to this game when there clearly should be NONE whatsoever. Why do you ask? Well let\u2019s start with the fact that
the programming is so bad you can walk off cliffs, get stuck in stair wells, see through boulders, become one with a picket fence
and have the game have a psychotic crash causing reboot for absolutely no reason. Should I continue???

The whole cheap gimmick of 'found footage' does not work. You NEVER really feel that you\u2019re a part of anything. Why?
Because your brain should have enough common sense to tell you that you should not be able to control VHS footage found. On
top of this, the developer has sacrificed voice acting for flashing written messages on screen like cheaply done subtitles which
just ruins any moment of realism.

The objective of just walking around a town to discover how many bugs you can find does not make good entertainment. The
only puzzle in the game is to find eight objects with the word 'obtain' visually placed over the top of them. This again ruins any
feeling of realism you may get. You need to place the aforementioned items on the eight podiums in the temple. A secret
stairwell will then appear which sends you to an ice dungeon that houses a gigantic tree. This tree has a stairwell\/ portal which
apparently leads to a beyond. It's really not hard to find 8 objects which have big words 'obtain' over them, but still you will
somehow probably more likely find bugs before you find the objects in question.

The game was made, rushed, botched and forsaken by these people http:\/\/www.kuchalu.co.uk\/ . I really don't get it? Are we
that starved for good games that we will now give a thumbs up if a developer at least gets one thing right? While the musical
score is good, it sadly gets drummed out by the snow storm? Likewise, while the graphics are top-notch, they're effect has little
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positive impact since your experience will be constantly jarred by bugs and badly developed game play.

How can one admire a flower in a paddock of muck and mire???

Seriously the game is so pointless since it doesn't answer a damn thing and is so badly orchestrated in coding that the game sent
me into a blue depression. With half-hearted presentation and sparse narrative, and a cold meaningless setting with nothing
really important to say left me deeply saddened and plagued with only one question \u2018how do I get out of this Blue Valley
they have put me in?\u2019

Complete game below to settle your curiosity\u2026

https:\/\/youtu.be\/VNmQqYc6mgo

If you enjoyed reading this review please subscribe to my curator page. Thanks...

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/6843548\/
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what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. IT SUCKS ITS NOT LETING ME PLAY AND I PAYD FOR THE GAME SO LET ME
PLAY OR RETERN THE 9 DOLERS AND 99 CENTS. I didn't find anything wrong about this game. I don't know why there's
so many negative reviews, it's just a version of the classic board game, nothing really to complain about. My initial experiences
of this game so far have been quite good overall. I'm enjoying the game and the community is great.

I'd like to see some more features, and particularly the match engine improved. Of course it's an Early Access game, I have
realistic expectations. I know things will take a bit of time to fully come together but the vision for this game has me really
excited about what the future holds.. Beautifully rendered version of Zombicide core game. There are no add ons (currently) for
any further expansions of the game such as Season 2 or KS exclusive heroes. This is just the version from the core box!

That said, it works great. You can allow it to set up any of the scenerios from the core game's book easily. Movement of models,
tokens, etc. is extremely simple. I've hosted six games so far with little to no glitching viewable to anyone (up to six) playing.

The fact that only one person needs to have bought the DLC for the entire group to enjoy is pretty amazing! I do hope that they
bring out further Seasons and expansions to play with on TTS, though.. I great game, loved the story, wish this was in real life.
Love it. 10\/10, now... GO BACK UP THERE AND BUY THIS GAME
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